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ABSTRACT 

  The National Ignition Facility has been used to compress DT to an average areal density 

of ~1.0±0.1 g cm-2, which is 67% of the ignition requirement.  These conditions were obtained 

using 192 laser beams with total energy of 1-1.6MJ and peak power up to 420TW to create a 

hohlraum drive with a shaped power profile, peaking at a soft x-ray radiation temperature of 275-

300eV.  This pulse delivered a series of shocks that compressed a capsule containing cryogenic 

DT to a radius of 25-35μm. Neutron images of the implosion were used to estimate a fuel density 

of 500-800 g cm-3. 

 

 
PACS: 52.57.-z, 52.38.Ph, 52.50.Jm 



 
 
 

In indirect-drive inertial confinement fusion,
 
laser energy is converted to thermal x-rays inside a 

high Z cavity (hohlraum) [1]. These x-rays then ablate the outer layers of a cryogenically layered 

DT-filled low Z capsule placed at the center of the hohlraum, causing the capsule to implode, 

compressing and heating the deuterium and tritium ions.   To achieve fusion ignition, the plasma 

density and temperature must be maintained to initiate a self propagating burn wave before 

disassembly or cooling reduces the fusion reaction rate and hence fusion power gain below the 

power losses of radiation and thermal conduction. To efficiently burn a significant fraction of the 

DT fuel, areal densities (ρR) larger than 1 g cm-2 are required [1,2].   Previously the highest ρR 

(0.295 ± 0.044 g cm-2) was measured in direct drive experiments on the Omega laser at the 

University of Rochester [3]. These experiments used a laser pulse shape that was tuned to 

produce a low adiabat implosion (where the in-flight adiabat, αIF  is defined as the ratio of fuel 

pressure to Fermi pressure at the fuel density).  

A strategy to achieve high ρR implosions using indirectly driven capsules on the National 

Ignition Facility (NIF) [4] is described in a series of articles by Landen, Haan, and Edwards et. 

al., [5-7]. This methodology requires experiments to optimize implosion symmetry [8], laser-

hohlraum coupling [9] and accurate timing of the shocks that drive the implosion [10-11].  The 

point design for these implosions defines a laser pulse containing four distinct intensity steps in 

time, which create a temporal x-ray flux profile, tailored to compresses the capsule via 3 shocks, 

which are followed by quasi-adiabatic compression around the peak of the drive [6]. When the 

strength and timing of these shocks is properly adjusted the capsule is designed to have αif < 1.5. 

To achieve low αif the shocks need to merge close to the inner DT solid fuel/gas interface. 



Significant deviations from the designed shock strength and/or timing leads to shock merger 

either within the ice layer or too far into the central gas region, which can lead to preheat and 

reduction of ρR at peak compression [3,6].  

Optimal shock timing is achieved using a capsule filled with cryogenic liquid deuterium 

as a surrogate for cryogenic solid DT fuel layer [10-11]. This technique allows tuning of the laser 

pulse to achieve optimal shock strengths and merger depths in solid DT ice. A detailed 

description of the shock tuning experiments that defined the pulse shape used in these 

experiments is described by H. Robey et al.,[12]. 

This letter describes a series of experiments at the NIF that investigated the implosion 

conditions created using a shock tuned laser pulse. The compressibility of the imploded assembly 

was inferred from measurements of the ratio of down-scattered (10-12MeV) neutrons to primary 

(13-15MeV) neutrons. This Down-Scattered-Ratio (DSR), is proportional to the areal density 

“ρR” of the fuel surrounding the neutron producing plasma [13].  For a point source of neutrons 

surrounded by fuel with areal density ρR [g cm-2], DSR  = σdsρR where σds is the elastic 

scattering cross-section for the fuel; for DT, σds = 0.045 cm2 g-1 and fuel ρR=1 g cm-2 would give 

DSR = 0.045.  The spatial characteristics of the stagnating plasma were obtained from gated x-

ray imaging of >6keV x-rays [8] and time integrated images [14] of primary and down-scattered 

neutrons. 

The experimental geometry used to drive these implosions has been described in detail by 

Glenzer et al.[9]. To summarize: 192 laser beams at nominal wavelength of 351nm, total energy 

of 1.0-1.6MJ are focused in two cones through the laser entrance holes (LEH) of the hohlraum.  

The x-ray drive delivered by these pulses gave a peak radiation temperature of 275-300eV, with 

peak soft x-ray flux of 11-15.7 TW/cm2 by the end of a 20 ns pulse [9]. The x-ray drive was 



incident on spherical capsules with an outer radius = 1.12mm ± 15μm, and with 193 ± 5 μm 

thick ablator, consisting of multi-layered plastic (CH) with a graded germanium or silicon 

dopant, surrounding a layer of solid (equi-molar) DT. The ablator is designed to absorb thermal 

x-rays from the hohlraum while preventing higher energy x-rays from preheating the inside of 

the ablator to avoid a hydrodynamically unstable density differential between ablator and fuel 

[6]. The DT fuel forms a spherical ice layer on the inner surface of the ablator with a nominal 

thickness of 69 ± 1 μm. The central cavity of the capsule contains DT vapor in equilibrium with 

the ice layer. The uniformity of the ice is maintained via energy deposition from spontaneous 

beta decay from tritium atoms in the layer [15].  To reduce the neutron yield in some of these 

experiments the relative concentration of deuterium in of some capsules was reduced (as neutron 

yield is proportional to the product of deuteron and tritium ions) from 50% to 6% by replacement 

of deuterium by hydrogen. These “THD” capsules allowed optimum signal levels for the neutron 

diagnostics while maintaining adequate signal to neutron background for the x-ray imaging 

diagnostics [7]. 

 A series of shock tuning experiments prior to the implosion experiments determined that 

adjustments of 10-20% were required for the laser power levels in shocks 1-3 and resulted in a 

pulse 800ps longer than the pre-tuned case[12]. The x-ray drive from the shock tuned laser pulse 

was predicted to produce a low adiabat implosion with αif ~ 1.7 - 1.5, and fuel ρR ~ 1.2 -1.4 g 

cm-2 (DSR = 0.05-0.6), approaching the ignition requirement, αif ~ 1.46; ρR ~ 1.5-1.7 g cm-2 

(DSR = 0.07) [6]. 

The performance of indirect implosions driven by these pulses was diagnosed using a 

suite of x-ray and nuclear diagnostics [7]. The spatially averaged DSR for the implosions was 

obtained using the Magnetic recoil spectrometer (MRS) [13] and three high dynamic range 



neutron time of flight (nToF) detectors [16], giving four different viewing angles to the imploded 

capsule. The MRS uses a 50-250μm CD foil in which escaping MeV neutrons create forward 

knock-on MeV deuterons that can be energy resolved using a magnet and solid-state track 

detectors.  Because the CD foil is thin (~250μm) the deuteron spectrum can be used to deduce 

the incident neutron spectrum with high fidelity [17]. The MRS system is an established 

technique that has been used extensively to characterize the DSR (ρR) in direct drive cryogenic 

DT implosions on the Omega laser [3,17]. The nToF  array of photoconductive detectors and 

scintillator/photomultiplier systems at 4.5 to 20m measures the arrival time of the neutrons 

generated during the implosion, to extract ion temperature Tion via temporal broadening of the 

13-15 MeV neutron pulse and the relative ratio of down-scattered neutrons to the 13-15MeV 

neutron signal [16].  All these instruments also measure the absolute yields. 

Example MRS spectra for shots before and after shock tuning are shown in Fig. 1. The 

diagnostic setup was identical for the two shots, allowing a direct comparison of the deuteron 

spectra. The pre-tuning example (experiment N110212 with fuel mixture of 

T(74%):D(6%):H(20%)) gave a primary neutron yield Yn = 1.2e14 ± 5%, Tion = 3.6keV  ± 7%.  

The post-tuning example (experiment N110608 with a fuel mixture of T(50%):D(50%)) gave Yn 

= 1.93e14 ± 5%, Tion = 3.1keV  ± 7%. The un-scattered neutrons produce the broad peak 

centered at 11.5MeV, while the down-scattered neutrons are responsible for the signal between 7 

and 10 MeV. The plots have been normalized by their 13-15 MeV neutron yields to show the 

increase in DSR in the post-tuned vs. the pre-tuned case, as observed in Fig.1. Analysis of these 

data gave DSRMRS = 0.027 ± 0.003 for pre-tuned and DSRMRS = 0.043 ± 0.003 (ρR ~ 0.90 g cm-

2) for post tuned, a factor of 1.6 increase from shock tuning. The spatially averaged DSRmean was 

obtained for each implosion from a weighted mean of the MRS measured DSR and the three 



nToF diagnostics. 

Fig. 2 summarizes DSRMRS and DSRmean results for this series of experiments. Four 

experiments carried out before shock tuning generated assembled fuel with DSRmean within the 

range of 0.025 to 0.028. Of the eight experiments carried out after shock tuning, seven produced 

DSRmean within range 0.04 to 0.049. This represented a stepwise increase of ~1.6x in the 

observed DSRmean as a result of the shock tuning.   

The implosion experiments were modeled using the Hydra 2D simulation code [18]. The 

x-ray source drive in the simulations was varied until it matched the shock velocity history 

observed [12] for the first 19 ns up to peak power and then matched the implosion trajectory 

measured via x-ray radiography [19].  The implosion symmetry was also matched using the 

plasma cross-beam transfer saturation parameter that determines the relative balance of inner and 

outer laser beam power [21]. This parameter was empirically set from the observed symmetry on 

the first post-tuned THD experiment (N110603).  Realistic levels of capsule ablator and ice 

surface roughness were also included for modes up to 60, since these are predicted by the point 

design to have the highest Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability growth rate [6]. When the measured 

capsule and ice roughness was applied to all the surfaces and interfaces in the calculation, 

significant RT growth was seen at the ice: gas interface compared to 2D clean calculations, 

cooling the hotspot, lowering neutron yield, ρR and DSR. This model was used to infer 

implosion observables, including neutron spectrum (13-15MeV), neutron yield, DSR, ion 

temperature, gamma ray emission, time/space resolved x-ray and neutron emission from the 

imploded capsule.  These HYDRA “mode 60” simulations included corrections to the drive 

caused by deviations from requested laser pulse shapes and variations in target dimensions [20]. 

The simulated DSR from the mode 60 simulations for the shock-tuned implosions are 



within 25% of the measured DSR, as shown in Fig. 2. The in flight adiabat inferred from these 

simulations ranged from 1.5 to 1.73. The simulations matched the observed ion temperature to 

within 20% and the ratio of experimentally measured yield over simulated (YOS) was in the 

range of 10-45% for the 8 shock-timed implosions.  

X-ray imaging above 6keV allows a direct determination of the hot spot radius, RHS, at 

stagnation; this is a key parameter that should be strongly correlated with the ρR achieved by the 

implosion [6,7].  When properly tuned these implosions are designed to achieve RHS = 25-30μm.  

Shock mistiming can lead to rarefaction at the DT ice-vapor interface reducing compressibility, 

resulting in a larger observed RHS. Pinhole imaging coupled to a gated micro-channel plate, with 

spatial and temporal resolution of 7μm and 40-50ps respectively was used to record hot spot x-

ray emission > 6keV[22]. Two systems provided orthogonal views of hot spot x-ray emission 

from the pole through the LEH and on the equator through a diagnostic patch in the hohlraum 

wall [8].  RHS is defined as the 17% contour of the x-ray emission based on simulations with little 

mixing of fuel and hotspot. 

A complementary measurement of both hot spot and fuel size was obtained from a 

neutron pinhole imaging system [14]. It utilizes a scintillator and two gated CCD cameras 

designed to obtain time integrated pinhole images of the 13-17MeV neutrons emitted from the 

hot spot and 10-12MeV neutrons down scattered from the cold fuel. Both x-ray and neutron 

emission imaging were used to investigate correlations between measured DSR and RHS. 

Before shock tuning, gated x-ray images of the hot spot at the time of peak x-ray 

emission were large with RHS = 40-45μm. In contrast the x-ray images post shock timing display 

significantly reduced RHS with radii in the range of 22-35μm. These data are consistent with an 

improvement in compressibility and fuel density.  From a simple 1D shell model, where all the 



fuel mass, Mfuel is located in a annular region of thickness Δr at radius RHS, giving ρΔr = 

DSR/σds = Mfuel/4πRHS
2. Improved areal density correlates to smaller hot spot area, radius. On 

average the observed equatorial hot spot area reduced by a factor of 1.8 ± 0.3 after shock tuning 

while the DSR increased by a factor of 1.6 ± 0.2, in reasonable agreement with this 1D shell 

model. 

To further examine performance, a plot of DSR vs. 1/RHS
2 , is shown in Fig. 3.  Here 

1/RHS
2 inferred from the gated x-ray and time integrated neutron images are both shown (neutron 

images of the RHS agreed to within 10% to the gated x-ray measurements).  As the DSR 

increases the hot spot area reduces, approximately in line with the 1D model. We can go beyond 

a shell approximation by expressing the fuel mass and density in terms of the volume of the 

shell, Mfuel = ρfuel 4/3π [(RHS+ Δr)3 - RHS
3] as shown in Fig. 3, where RHS is now related to the 

inside edge of the fuel.  A straight line on the DSR vs. 1/RHS
2 plot has slope = DSR/(1/RHS

2) = 

Mfuel [4π(1+ Δr/RHS + Δr2/3RHS
2)]-1. In the limit of thin shells and/or large hot spots, Δr/ RHS -> 0 

and the slope = Mfuel/4π.  As the hot spot reduces and/or shell thickens, Δr/RHS increases, and the 

slope reduces. This is shown on Fig. 3 with the lines representing Δr/RHS = 0, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.3. 

HYDRA 2D mode 60 simulations follow Δr/RHS = 0.7 while the experimental data from x-ray 

and neutron imaging is more scattered, falling between Δr/RHS = 0.1 and 1.  

The variability in RHS for given DSR may be due in part to cold fuel or ablator material 

mixing into the gas. This would change the location of the observed x-ray and neutron-emitting 

hot spot edge so that it does not necessarily correspond to the start of the high density fuel 

region. Variations in the ice roughness could be a source of this shot to shot variability, though 

ablator roughness and deviations from symmetry also play a role in determining RHS. More direct 

investigation of mixing is planned for future experiments. These will involve spectroscopic 



measurements from germanium and copper dopants in the ablator[23]. If these dopants are mixed 

into the hot spot they emit K-shell line radiation that can be used to estimate the amount of 

ablator material in the hot spot.  

Both 13-17MeV and 10-12MeV neutron images were obtained from a subset of these 

implosions. An estimate of the fuel shell thickness Δr can be obtained from these data by again 

assuming a 1D shell model and subtracting the primary image from the downscattered image 

[14]. For experiment N110914: Δr = R[10-12] – RHS = 41-27μm = 14 ± 3 μm, giving Δr/ RHS = 0.5, 

close to the value of  0.52 inferred from the measured DSR and RHS for this experiment. This 

measurement also implies ρfuel ~ 500 -800 g cm-3 from a ρfuelΔr ~1.0 g cm-2 (using measured 

DSR = 0.049 and 1D shell model). 

The performance of the pre and post-tuned pulses are summarized in Fig. 4, which shows 

measured neutron yield (normalized to the equivalent yield of equi-molar DT to account for 

different fractions of deuterium for the different shots in the series) vs. DSR.  An implosion 

metric called the Experimental Ignition Threshold factor, ITFx =(Yn/3.2e15)*(DSR/0.07)2.3 is 

also plotted in Fig.4. This is a form of the generalized Lawson criteria for ICF [6,7,24] and is a 

measure of implosion performance (by definition for ITFx = 1, probability of ignition = 0.5). 

Implosions with shock tuned pulses produced roughly equivalent yields to pre-tuned, but with 

significantly improved DSR, resulting in an ITFx increase from 0.02 to 0.09. Thus shock timing 

led to an increase of 4 in the integrated implosion performance. Further increase in ITFx will 

require further improvement to shock timing to achieve ρr > 1.5 g cm-2, increasing the implosion 

velocity and optimizing the implosion symmetry to increase neutron yields,  

In summary indirect drive implosion experiments have been carried out on the National 

Ignition facility using shock-timed pulses.  Down-scattered neutron spectra were consistent with 



a DSR of 0.044 ±0.0015 (ρR~0.97 ± 0.03 g cm-2) for shock-timed pulses, compared to a DSR of 

0.027 ±0.002 (ρR~0. 5 g cm-2) for pre-tuned pulses.  These results were consistent with observed 

improvements in capsule compressibility, via x-ray and neutron imaging and with 2D 

simulations including mix. Further work is underway to improve both the neutron yield and fuel 

density, to increase the ITFx closer to ignition conditions. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS: 

 

Fig.1.  MRS data from two experiments; N1101212 (pre-shock timing – blue points and line) and 

N110608 (post-shock timing – red points and line). The data have been normalized to 13-15MeV 

neutron yield to allow direct comparison. Data were taken with the same MRS foil thickness and 

normalized to 13-15MeV neutron yield. (color) 

 

Fig. 2. DSR as measured by MRS (red points) and average of all down-scatter detectors (blue 

points) vs. experiment date. The green boxes are DSR from 2D HYDRA mode 60 simulations 

with radiation asymmetry, measured capsule and ice roughness and drive adjusted to match the 

observed shock-timing results, as described in the text. (color) 

 

Fig 3. Plot of DSR vs. 1/RHS
2 determined from gated x-ray images at energies > 6keV (blue 

points), time integrated neutron images at 13-15MeV (tan squares) and 2D HYDRA mode 60 

simulations (red dashed line). Also shown is a schematic of uniform shell model with fuel layer 

of thickness Δr outside hot spot radius, RHS. The lines represent the expected dependence for 

various assumed values of Δr/RHS.(color) 

 

Fig.4.  Plot of DT equivalent yield vs. DSR for pre-tuned (black) and post-tuned pulses with 

germanium doped (blue) and silicon doped (red) CH ablators. Also shown are contours of equal 

ITFx, which increase from left to right as yield and DSR increase. (color) 
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